
the story of the universe
and how it all points to the God of the Bible



The heavens declare the glory of God; 
the skies proclaim the work of his hands. 

Day after day they pour forth speech; 
night after night they display knowledge. 

Ps19



objectives

• to show connections between what we know about 
the universe and the God of the Bible 

• to get you to force others to think about those connections 

• to increase your faith & hope in our God



warning!

• this is just an overview, 
a gloss, 
a Reader’s Digest version,  
a highlight reel  

• (along the way I will give you 
links, and at the end some 
excellent websites) 

• and I use the word… billions



the big questions

• where did we come from? 
why are we here now? 
is there purpose? 
where are we going? 
is there a hope for now, and later? 
what is our destiny? 

• a good, correct faith should be able to answer these



a connection?
• and a good faith should have good evidence 

to support it 

• does Christianity have good, supporting evidence  
for an honest skeptic seeking the truth and trying to 
answer the Big Questions? 

• let’s look at past, present, and future of the 
universe and see if our faith is one supported by evidence



the past

• evidence implies universe had a beginning 

• all matter, energy, space and time came from an event 

• evidence?

past



• used to be thought universe 
was timeless and eternal 

• in 1910’s vesto slipher saw 
that galaxies were almost all 

moving away from us

past



past

• in 1920’s humason 
and hubble took it a 
step further 

• they documented that 

the nearby galaxies 
were receding from us 

slowly, the ones 

further out were 

moving at faster 
speeds 

• implication from all 
this?



• the universe is expanding

past



• moreover, einstein’s 

theory of 
relativity predicted a 
“moving” universe, either 
expanding or contracting 

• so, both by observation 
and theory, we have 
ourselves an expanding 
universe 

• implication of all this? past



• the universe 
had a beginning!

past



• this presentation covers the entire creation 
event from a Christian perspective.



• but there’s more! 

• if all time and space came from that 
beginning, it must have come from 

elsewhere, somehow 

• implication?

past



• there is a reality outside our universe

past



• and wherever we look, from the lab to the farthest reaches 
of the visible universe…  
the laws of nature 
are the same  
& unchanging

past



• immediate summary? there is evidence that... 

• there was a beginning to it all,  
the universe is expanding, 
there is something beyond us, transcendent to us,  
the laws of nature are fixed

past



• the Bible talks of a beginning 
to it all 

• the Bible talks all over the 
place of a transcendent God, One 
beyond it all, not limited by time or 
space 

• the Bible tells us this One 
stretches out the heavens 

• the Bible tells us He has fixed 
the laws of His creationpast



• next time you talk with a skeptic ask questions like: 

• was there a beginning to it all? 

• if so, could one reasonable explanation be that it was 
caused by a being beyond all time and space, a Beginner, 
an Unmoved Mover - a God? 

• if so, could He not interact with us even now, as followers 
of Jesus say He does?

past



the present

• the universe shows some 
amazing fine-tuning for there 
to be life here now.



• the size of our universe

present



• our neighborhood of galaxies

present



• our galaxy

present



• our place in that galaxy

present



• our star 

present



• our distance from that star

present



• our planetary system

present



• our moon’s creation

present





• our moon now

present



• our planet’s size 
& spin 
& tilt

present



• our crust

present



• our interior

present



• our atmosphere

present



• those and hundreds of other “parameters” 

had to be just as they are to work together 

for us to be here now

present



• These presentations 
cover the fine-tuning 
of our present day 
universe: 

• in the beginning 

• considering the 
heavens 

• csi: earth 

• two great lights



• the Bible is - end to end - 
filled with the characteristics of a 
Creator which include: loving, 
caring, providing, meticulous, a 
stickler for details… 

• the Bible calls our current 
universe not just “good,” but 
“very good”

present



present

• next time you talk with a skeptic, ask questions like: 

• the “odds” of a planet like ours, one absolutely perfectly 
fit for advanced life, is more than astronomical; what does 
that mean to you? 

• is it not possible that the One who began it all, sustains it 
all as well, even now? 

• wouldn’t this indicate a care, a love, a providence down 
to the finest detail, which describes the God of the Bible?



the future

• but despite an amazing beginning, a perfect present-

day universe, the future looks dark 

• all those perfect things from before… um… are not so 
good in the future



• the engine that runs our planet will stop

future



• the star that gives us energy 
will get hotter, then die

future



• the stars that fill our night sky will all die

future



• our galaxy will collide

future



• our expanding universe will continue 
to do so, but faster and faster and 
faster, “out of control” 

• so what?

future



• two scientists, Glenn Starkman 
and Lawrence Krauss examined 
acceleration and its 
consequences 

• their outlook is bleak...

future



future

• our cosmic window shrinks 

• star formation ceases 

• heat flow diminishes 

• metabolism ceases 

• physical consciousness 
ends



‣ …ultimately we will need to abandon our bodies 
entirely. 

‣ We still have many billions of years to design new 
physical incarnations to which we will transfer our 
conscious selves. 

‣ Eternity would become a prison, rather than an 
endlessly receding horizon of creativity and 
exploration. 

‣ Is there any hope for eternal life?

future

“
”



• the Bible doesn’t promise 
that this is our home 

• the Bible says this all will 
pass away 

• the Bible heavily implies 
our universe is a proving ground, 
after that there’s something 

radically new beyond our 
universe, in fact...future



• whereas Krauss and Starkman say: 

Eternity would become a prison, 
rather than an endlessly receding 

horizon of creativity and exploration. 

• the Bible can be summarized: 

Eternity will release us from a prison, 
and be for us an endlessly receding 

horizon of creativity and exploration.

future



future

• next time you talk with a skeptic ask questions like: 

• does any amount of hope and wishful thinking mean the 
human race will survive here or on another planet, or 
around another star, or in another galaxy… 
or anywhere? 

• if there is One who began it all and sustains it all, might 
He not also provide for us in the future - but elsewhere? 

• if so, doesn’t all this support the biblical view of heaven 
and hell, and the hope (and horror) of life after?



• the story of the universe shows us a 
beginning from beyond, a degree of fine-tuning for 
life at all levels that is beyond comprehension, and an 
end to it all 

• the Bible shows us a beginning from beyond, by 
a God Who created, orchestrated, sustains and holds 
it all together with fine-tuning beyond 
comprehension, and also teaches that it all will end 
someday, but…



• but gives us the hope that this is not all there is, 
there is something incomprehensible beyond...



No eye has seen, 
no ear has heard, 
no man has conceived 
what God has prepared 
for those who love him.    ICOR2.9



• reasons.org 

• godandscience.org 

• swordandspirit.com



swordandspirit.com

Sword_n_Spirit




